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1. Introduction. Kaplansky [3] introduced the notion of AW*-

algebras to study algebraically certain properties of von Neumann

algebras. Each AW*-algebra ft can be written as the product of a

discrete part ftP and a continuous part ffi(l — P), where P is a projec-

tion in the center Z of ft. The discrete part ftP is characterized by

the fact that each nonzero projection majorizes an abelian projection

E, i.e. a nonzero projection such that E&E = ZE; the continuous part

0,(1—P) contains no abelian projections at all.

In a C*-algebra a two-sided closed ideal I is said to be a CCR ideal

if and only if every irreducible representation <t> of the algebra on a

Hilbert space H such that 3?(I)9*(0) maps I onto the ideal of com-

pletely continuous operators on H [2]. An ideal I in the C*-algebra

is a GCR ideal if and only if there are ideals (/P)oSPsa (p an ordinal)

in the algebra such that

(1) I^<Iyior^<y;

(2) Closure [U {/p|p</3} ] = Ip, if fS is a limit ordinal;

(3) Ip+i/I,, is a CCR ideal in the algebra reduced mod Jp; and

(4) J0 = (0),/« = L

In every C*-algebra there is a maximal GCR ideal I such that the

algebra mod / contains no GCR ideals.

In an AW*-algebra ft the maximal GCR ideal of ft is contained

in the discrete part of ft. For this reason we consider only discrete

(Type I) AW*-algebras. The *-subalgebra Ia of ft generated by the

abelian projections of ft is an ideal in ft [4]. In this paper we show

that not only is Ia the maximal GCR in ft but also that 7„ is a CCR

ideal and that ft// has no CCR ideals if J is an ideal containing /„.

In a Type I AW*-algebra ft, a nonzero projection P is said to be

finite if it is equivalent to no proper subprojection. An AW*-algebra

is finite if every nonzero projection is finite. A nonzero projection P

in the center of ft is said to be properly infinite if P is not finite and

if P majorizes no proper finite projection in the center of ft. In every

Type I algebra ft we may find a central projection P such that ftP is

a finite algebra and such that 1— P is a properly infinite projection.

We characterize a finite Type I algebra in terms of the hull of the

ideal of Ia in the strong structure space M(ft) of maximal ideals of

ft. For part of this characterization we use a theorem of Fred B.

Wright [6]. We also show that the interior of the hull of Ia corre-
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sponds to the properly infinite projections. Finally we show that the

structure space of Ia (i.e. the set of all primitive ideals of Ia taken with

the hull-kernel topology) is Hausdorff.

2. The maximal GCR ideal in a Type I algebra. We shall make re-

peated use of the following lemma.

Lemma. If I is a closed two-sided ideal in an AW*-algebra 6% then

I is the closure of the -^-subalgebra of ft generated by the projections in I.

Theorem 1. // ft is an AW*-algebra of Type I, the maximal GCR

ideal in ft is the closed *-subalgebra Ia of ft generated by the abelian

projections. This ideal is, in fact, a CCR ideal.

Proof. We first show that the ideal Ia of abelian projections is a

CCR ideal. Let ^ be an irreducible representation of Ia on a Hilbert

space H with kernel Q. There is an irreducible representation <J> of ft

on H such that $| Ia=s&. If Z is the center of ft, there is a maximal

ideal f in Z such that znP = f where P is the kernel of <J>. Let E be

an abelian projection of ft such that ^(£)^0. Since E&E = ZE, we

have that $(£)4>(J4)*(£) =«$(£), (a, a scalar), for each A in ft. If

EAE = BE, BEZ, a=JB(f), where B is the image of B under the

Gelfand isomorphism. So <£(£) =1F(£) is a one-dimensional projec-

tion on H. Because ^ila) is irreducible on H and because ^(Jo) is

generated by one-dimensional projections, the *-algebra ^(r0) is

exactly the algebra of completely continuous operators on H. This

completes the proof of the fact that Ia is a CCR ideal.

We now prove that Ia is the maximal GCR ideal by assuming that

there is a GCR ideal J properly containing Ia and then obtaining a

contradiction. We have that K = J/Ia is a GCR ideal in ft//0. There

is a composition series {K9\ O^p^/S} of ideals in J/Ia. We may as-

sume Kij^O. Let I be the complete inverse image of I under the

canonical map ft onto &/Ia; we have Ki is isomorphic to I/Ia and

thus the ideal I has the property that I/Ia is a CCR ideal.

Let £ be a projection in I but not in Ia. Since EftE is an AW*-

algebra of Type I, we may find an orthogonal net [Pi] of projections

in the center of ft such that each algebra E&E-Pi is homogeneous.

There is for each Pf a net {Eik}k of orthogonal equivalent abelian

projections such that zZkEn = PiE. Assume first that there is an index

i such that F,£$Ja. Then the number of abelian projections in the

sum zZkPik must be infinite. Now there is a representation $ of ft

onto a Hilbert space with the following properties: (1) the kernel of

$ contains Ia; (2) $iPiE) 9^0; and (3) <£(/) is the algebra of completely

continuous operators on H. Since $(P,£)^0 is a member of the
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algebra of completely continuous operators, ^(PtE) is a finite dimen-

sional projection on H; suppose dim <£(£.£) = n. There are 2w equi-

potent disjoint sets Si, S2, ■ • • , S2n of the indexing set of the k's in

{Eik}k whose union is the indexing set. Then if £/=23{£«| kESj}

(l^j^2n) we have that Ei, E2, ■ ■ • , E2n is a set of orthogonal

equivalent projections of sum EPi. Thus, $(EPA is the sum of 2m

nonzero orthogonal projections. This is a contradiction. Hence for

each i we have that EPi lies in Ia.

We now prove that each EPi is the sum of a finite number n(i)

of orthogonal equivalent abelian projections {£«}*• Indeed, let f be

a maximal ideal in the center Z of ft such that EPi does not lie in

the two-sided ideal [f ] given by

[f] = closure { Yl-iAjBj | A, E ft, Bj E t,

for all j = I, ■ ■ • , n and for all n = 1, 2, • • • }.

There is a Hilbert space H(t) and a representation ^r of ft on H(t)

such that the kernel of ^f is equal to [t ] and such that ^f (Z0) is the

ideal of completely continuous operators on H(t). The nonzero pro-

jection ^t(PiE) has finite dimension n. If the indexing set 5 of the

k's in {Eik}k were infinite, then we could write 5 = U{5v| l^j^2n}

where Si, S2, • • • , S2n are equipotent disjoint subsets of S. If we set

E} = Y{Ek\KE'$i} (1 £j£2n), the projections Eu E2, ■ ■ • , E2n are

orthogonal and equivalent with sum EPi. Since each >&>(£,•) 9*0, the

projection ^(P.F) has dimension greater than n. This is a contra-

diction. So the number n(i) of k in the indexing set is finite. If

Ei, E2, ■ ■ ■ , Em and Fi, F2, • • ■ , F„ are two sets of equivalent

orthogonal abelian projections such that

2Z{E,\l*j£m} = Y{Fj\l ^j^n],

we have m=n; thus, the number n(i) is unique.

For each integer n we let S(n) = {i\n(i)—n}. We show that for

each integer N there is an integer n> N such that S(n) is nonvoid. If,

on the contrary, S(n) is void for n>N, we have that E is a member

of Ia- Indeed, £ = Fi+F2 + • • • +Fjv, where the nonzero Fk are

orthogonal abelian projections given by Fk = Yi^M (l^k^N). Each

nonzero Fk is abelian because it is the sum of disjoint abelian projec-

tions. So for each integer N there is an integer n>N such that S(n)

is nonvoid.

We shall obtain a contradiction now by showing that for each

positive integer m there are m orthogonal equivalent projections

Ei,  Et, • • • , Em    such     that     E ^ Ei + £2 + • • ■ + £„     and
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E — iEi+E2+ • ■ • +Em)EIa- This shows that under any represen-

tation <i> of ft on a Hilbert space such that the kernel of $ contains

Ia it is impossible for <$(£) to be a completely continuous operator.

Thus, I/Ia is not a CCR ideal in ft/70. For each ra such that Sin) is

nonempty we define the projections

Gnk=zZ{Eik\iESin)},        il^k^n).

Since Gni, Gr2, ■ • • , Gnn are the sums of orthogonal equivalent pro-

jections, we have that the Gni, Gn2, ■ ■ ■ , Gn„ are orthogonal and

equivalent. Also each Gnk is the sum of disjoint abelian projections;

thus, each Gnk is abelian. For each ra let ra = r(ra)jra+j(w), where

0g:jin)<m. Let

Fni = zZ{Gm | ij - l)rin) +j(ra) + 1 g Z ̂  jr(ra) + j(»)}, (1 £ j £ m).

We have that F„i, Fn2, • • • , Fnm are mutually orthogonal equivalent

projections provided n^m. For n<m define Fnj = 0 il^j^m). Since

Sin) is nonvoid for some n^m, we have that there is an integer ra

with F„i7^0. We now remark that Gnk and GPj are disjoint for n^p.

Indeed, let P. =£{■?*! *£$(»)} and P„ = £{P<|*eS(£)}. Since
Sin)C\Sip) is void, the projections P„ and Pp are orthogonal. How-

ever, Pn^G„k and PP^C7W-; this gives the desired result.

Now we let Pi, F2, • ■ ■ , Fm_i be projections given by

Fi = ElMX*11 s»< *},    (isys»-i),
where 8nj- =1 if j ^jin) and 5„y = 0 if _;'(OT) <J- The Fj being the sum of

disjoint abelian projections is abelian. We let

Ek= zZ{Fnk\l £n< «},       (1 £*£»).

The projections Pi, £2, • ■ • , Pm are mutually orthogonal equivalent

nonzero projections. We have

E = Fi + F2 + ■ ■ ■ + Fm-i + Ei + E2 + ■ ■ ■ + Em

as desired. Q.E.D.

Theorem 2. LeZ ft be an AW*-algebra of Type I and let Ia be the

*-subalgebra of ft generated by the abelian projections of ft. // I is an

ideal in ft such that I'D la, then ft/i" has no CCR ideals.

Proof. Let us assume that / is an ideal in ft such that JDI and

J/I is a CCR ideal. We shall obtain a contradiction. Let E be a pro-

jection in J but not in I. Since E&E is a Type I AW*-algebra, there

is a net {P<} of orthogonal projections in the center of ft such that

(1) zZiEPi = E and (2) EQlE-P, is homogeneous for each ♦. For each
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i let {Eik\ kET(i)} be an orthogonal equivalent set of abelian projec-

tions of least upper bound £F*.

There is an irreducible representation <I> of ft on a Hilbert space H

such that (1) the kernel K of $ contains /; (2) $(J) is the algebra of

completely continuous operators on H; and (3) $(E)9*0. We shall

show that for any positive integer m there are orthogonal equivalent

projections £i, E2, • • ■ , Em such that £^£i+£2+ • • • +£m and

£ —(£i+£2+ • • • A-Em)EK- This will produce a contradiction to

the fact that <!>(£) is a finite dimensional projection on H. Thus, the

algebra ft/i" will have no CCR ideals.

First assume that there is an index i such that EPi^K; then the

set T(i) is infinite because otherwise EPiEhEK. By the method of

Theorem 1, for any positive integer m we would be able to write

£i+£2+ • • • A-Em = EPi where £i, E2, • • ■ , Em are orthogonal

equivalent projections. Since $(EPA9*0 is a completely continuous

operator on H, we would have a contradiction. Therefore, for each i

we have EPiEK.

Now let | T(i)\ denote the cardinality of the set T(i). For each

positive integer n there is a set T(i) whose cardinality exceeds n,

otherwise EEh- Let Si= {i\ \ T(i)| < °o } and S2= {i\ \ T(i)| is not

finite} we write, as in Theorem 1,

£'i + £2 + • • • + E'm + E'm+i = Y{EPi\i E Si},

where E{, E{, • • • , £'m+i are mutually orthogonal projections such

that £i'~£2'~ • • • ~E'm and E'm+iEIa- We do not know in this

case whether or not any of the Ei are nonzero. For each i in S2 we

may write T(i) = U { T(i, j) \ 1 ̂ j ^ m}, where T(i, j) (1 gj g m) are

disjoint equipotent subsets of T(i). We let

Fa=Y{Eip\p E T(i,j)},    for (1 £j ^ m).

Then Fn, Fi2, • ■ • , Fim are mutually orthogonal equivalent projec-

tions. Let

E" =Y{F<i\iES2},        (l^j^m).

The projections £i", £2", • • ■ , £'m' are mutually orthogonal and

equivalent. For each j and k such that 1 gj, k^m, we have that £/

is orthogonal to Ek . Thus, if we set £j =£/+£/' (l^j^m), we

have that £i, £2, • • • , Em are orthogonal equivalent projections such

that£^£i+£s+ • • • +£mand such that£-(£i+£2+ • • • +£m)

= E'm+iEIa- This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
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3. Structure space of Type I algebras. Let ft be an AW*-algebra

and let Z be the center of ft; let Mia) be the set of all maximal ideals

of ft and let Z be the set of all maximal ideals of Z, i.e. the spectrum

of Z. The set If (ft) is given the hull-kernel topology and the set Z

is given the w*-topology when Z is identified with the set of all non-

zero complex-valued homomorphism of Z. There is a homeomorphism

of Mia) onto Z given by M-+MC\z{MEMia)}. If MC\Z = $EZ
where MEMia) we let M=Mi£). Now if A is an element of Z, let

A be the image of A under the Gelfand map in the algebra of all con-

tinuous complex-valued functions on Z. If Q is a projection in Z, the

set aQ = I is a closed two-sided ideal in ffi. If hil), the hull of /, is

the set hO) = lMEMia)\MDl}, we have that M(a)-hil)
= {Mit)EMia)\QiO = l}; we also have that MC\I = MQ for all
Min Mia)-hil).

Theorem 3. Let ft be an AMl*-algebra of Type I and let I„ be the

*-subalgebra of ft generated by the abelian projections. Then ft is finite

if and only if hila) is nowhere dense in M(ft).

Proof. Let ft be finite. Fred B. Wright [6] has proved that the

algebras a/M {MEMia)} are finite Type I AW*-algebras except

possibly on a nowhere dense set NEMia). The set N is void if and

only if the number of homogeneous summands of ft is finite. If N is

nonvoid, then MEN if and only if a/M is an AW*-factor of Type

Hi. We immediately see that hila) = N and thus that hila) is nowhere

dense in ft.

Now assume that ft is not finite. We shall show that hil,/) contains a

nonvoid open set. Let {P,} be a net of orthogonal projections in Z

such that zZiPi IS the identity operator and such that aP, is homo-

geneous for each i. We may write zZfEik = P. where {Eik} k is a net of

orthogonal equivalent abelian projections of ft. Since ft is not finite,

there is a Pt- such that the cardinality of the set of {Eik} k is not finite.

Let Pi = Q. We have that hiaQ) ^lf(ft) since Q is not the zero pro-

jection. We shall prove the nonempty open set Mia)—hiaQ) is con-

tained in hih). If MEMia)-hiaQ), we have M = Mtf) for some f
such that Qi£) = 1. There is a representation ^ of a onto a Hilbert space

H such that the kernel [f] of ^ is the closure of { zZk{AkBk\AkEa,

BkE$ il^k^n)} ra = l, 2, • • • } and such that *(/0) is the algebra

of completely continuous operators on H. Using the representation

SF, we prove the closed two-sided ideal J generated by Ia and [f ] is

proper in a. On the contrary, if / contained the identity of a, there

is an element A in Ia and an element B in [t] such that ||^4+P —1||

<1. This means that A+B has an inverse in ft and hence that
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^f(AArB)=^r(A) has an inverse in \I>(a). However, ^r(A) is a com-

pletely continuous operator and ^(A) will have no inverse if H is

infinite dimensional. For any integer «>0 we may write Q as the

sum of n orthogonal equivalent projections since Q is the sum of an

infinite set of orthogonal equivalent abelian projections. For the

integer «>0 the dimension of H is not less than n because ^(Q) 9*0.

So the dimension of H is infinite. We are forced to conclude that J

is a proper ideal. This means / is contained in a maximal ideal. Since

there is one and only one maximal ideal containing [f], we have

JEM($) and so IaEM(%). This completes the proof.

The next theorem characterizes the interior of h(Ia) in terms of the

properly infinite central projections.

Theorem. Let ft be an AW*-algebra of Type I with center Z. A pro-

jection P in Z is properly infinite if and only if M(&)—h(&P) Eh(Ia).

In particular, the identity 1 is properly infinite if and only if M(&)

= h(Ia).

Proof. Let P be a properly infinite central projection and let

M =M($)EM(Q,)— h(&P). We obtain a contradiction by assuming

that M^\)Ia. Let {P,} be a net of orthogonal central projections with

least upper bound P such that for each i the algebra ftP,- is homo-

geneous. For each i let {Eik\ kET(i)} be a net of orthogonal equiv-

alent abelian projections of least upper bound P,. Since each P,- is

properly infinite, each indexing set T(i) is infinite for the sum of a

finite number of orthogonal abelian projections is finite. For each posi-

tive integer n and for each i the projection P< may be written as the

sum of n orthogonal equivalent projections Fa, • ■ ■ , Fin. If Fk

=YiE'k (1 =& = »)> P is the sum of n equivalent orthogonal projec-

tions Fi, F2, ■ • • , F„. Now let ^ be an irreducible representation of

ft on a Hilbert space H such that the kernel of ^ is M. The projection

P is not in M since P(f) = 1. Because for each positive integer n, P

may be written as the sum of n equivalent orthogonal projections H

is not finite dimensional. The ideal generated by [f ] and /„ is not

proper since M~$)Ia- So there is an A in Ia such that I—A is a mem-

ber of [f ]. Thus, ^(A) is the identity operator on H. However ^(Ia)

is the set of all completely continuous operators on the infinite di-

mensional space H. We have now reached a contradiction.

Conversely, we suppose that P is a central projection such that

M(Q)—h(&P)Eh(Ia)- There is no loss of generality if we assume

aP is homogeneous. Indeed, there is a net {Pt} of orthogonal cen-

tral projections such that for each i the algebra dPt is homogeneous.

It is sufficient to show that each P( is properly infinite. We have
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Mia) -hiaPd = {Mit)EMia)\ P^) = l} C {Mix)EMia)\ P(D = l}
= Mia)— hiaP). So we can assume that ftP is a homogeneous alge-

bra. There is a net {£i|i£S} of orthogonal equivalent abelian pro-

jections of least upper bound P. If 5 is a finite set, then PEIa- But

in this case every M in M(ffi) —/s(ffiP) would contain 1 since 1 —PEM

and since PEIaEM. So the indexing set S in not finite and P is

properly infinite.

Corollary. If X is an open set in h(Ia) and if MEX, there is a

properly infinite projection P such that MEMia)— hiaP) EX.

Proof. Since the spectrum Z of Z is a Stonean space, there is an

open-closed set F such that MEYEX. If P is the projection in Z

such that F={fGZ|P(f) = l] we have MEMia)-hiaP) EX
EHI/). So P is a properly infinite projection.

Now that we have an explicit representation for the maximal GCR

ideal of a Type 1 AW*-algebra, we can easily show the structure

space (i.e. the set of all primitive ideals with the hull-kernel topology)

of this ideal is Hausdorff.

Let a be a C*-algebra and I be an (closed two-sided) ideal of ft;

for each A in ft we denote the image of A under the canonical map of

ft onto ft// by A (7). The algebra ft/J is a C*-algebra under the norm

\\AiI)\\ =g\b{\\A+K\\ \KEI}- We make use of the following lemma.

Lemma. Let a be a C*-algebra; let I and J be ideals of ffi; and let

AEL Then\\A(J)\\=\\Aiir\J)\\.

Theorem. The maximal GCR ideal of a Type I AVJ*-algebra ffi

has a Hausdorff structure space.

Proof. Let P(Ia) =Pa be the structure space of Ia taken with the

hull-kernel topology. The space P0 is Hausdorff if and only if for

each fixed A in Ia the function/^ =/on Pa given by /(Pj =[|^4(J)|| is

continuous. Let p>0 and A in Ia be given; it is known that the set

[iEPa fil)=p\ is closed. It is sufficient to show that the set

{IEPa fil) <p} is open in order to show / is continuous on Pa.

Let J be an ideal in P„ such that/(J) <p. There is a primitive ideal

Ji in ffi such that J\C\Ia = J. There is a f in the spectrum Z of the

center Z of ffi such that JiD [f ]• Thus JD [f ]C\Ia- There is a repre-

sentation "J7 of Ia on a Hilbert space H such that (1) the kernel of ^

is [f ]C\Ia and (2) such that ^(P.) is the set CiH) of completely con-

tinuous operators on H. We have that either ^(Pj = CiH) or that

■*(/) = (0) because CiH) has no proper ideals. In the first instance

Ia/i[^]r\Ia)=J/i[^]r\Ia) or equivalently that Ia = J. This is im-

possible. So we have that J = Iar\[$],
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For each 5£« the function r'->||-B([f'])|| (f'GZ) is upper semi-

continuous. So there is an open and closed set X in Z such that

r&X-C{reZ|||il([r,])||<p} since |M([f])||=/(/)<P. There is a
central projection P in a such that X= {f'£Z| P(f') =l} the set

Pa-h(IaP) is open in P„. If IEPa-h(IaP) and 1= [f]fV0 for some

f'GZ, we have [f']D70^/aP. Since [f']rVaD [£']•/„ we have

P(f') = l- Thus, if IEPa-h(IaP), we have ||,4(J)|| =l|4(Jsn[f'])||
= IM([f'])|| <P- Also we have that H0 = 1- If JDhP then for each

F in Ia\\B(J)\\ =||J3(/.n[r])|| =||FP([f])|| =0.Thus, / = J..We con-
clude that J^IaP so JEPa — h(IaP). This completes the proof.
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